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Form preview

1/24 Demos network
The application round is open: 13.08.2024 - 13.09.2024

This preview was created at: 12:49 02.02.2024

NOTE! Preview of this form is only intended to give you an overview of the questions we ask
the applicants.

You should therefore not print and send us this form. We only approve applications that have
been filled in and sent to us electronically via the applicant portal .

We also reserve the right to change the questions in the form during the application period and
thus we can not guarantee that the form that you fill in will be identical to this preview-copy.

Step 1/5 Basic information

What is the title of the project?
(Mandatory)

Secondary email address
(Mandatory)

Please provide a secondary address that we can use to contact you or the organisation you
represent in case the address provided in the user account profile stops working.

Give a brief description of the project (Mandatory)

Number of characters: 0 of max 300 (min 100)

If your application is granted funding, the description may be published on Nordic Culture Point’s
website.

Planned start date
(Mandatory)

The planned start date has to be no earlier than ten weeks after the application deadline. Projects
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beginning before the deliberation is over will get a denial

Planned end date
(Mandatory)

The project's time - frame must be within the same year the projects is granted and the two
following years after that.

State the activities you are primarily applying for funding for.
(Mandatory)

Meeting, conference or seminar
Course or camp
Staff exchange or joint training
Sharing of resources or skills
Other (please state)?

Clear the answer

Step 2/5 Information on partners and participants

Which countries do the partners in the project come from?
(Mandatory)

The activity must be carried out by partners from at least three Nordic countries/territories.
Funding may cover additional partners who are not registered in the Nordic Region.

Denmark
Finland
Faroe Islands
Greenland
Iceland
Norway
Sweden
Åland Islands

Information of all the confirmed project partners including the applicant organization.
(Mandatory)

Provide the names and contact details of confirmed partners, including country and website. At
least three participating countries must be Nordic. Additional countries outside the Nordics
may participate as well. The applicant organization is responsible for the overall project
management, project economy, status and final report.
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Denmark, the Faroe Islands, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden and Åland are
considered as separate countries in this context.

Name Contact Details Country Website

Choose country 

Choose country 

Add new row Insert data from excel

Where will the project take place?
(Mandatory)

Which Nordic countries participate in the project? (Mandatory)

Nordic and possible other countries that are involved in the project. Please enter integer values
only.

Country Estimate of the number of participants

Choose country 

Choose country 

Add new row Insert data from excel

Which languages will be used? (Mandatory)

Danish
Finnish
Faroese
Greenlandic
Icelandic
Norwegian
Sami
Swedish
English
Any other language. Please specify?

What are your expectations of the collaboration for the future?
(Mandatory)

Number of characters: 0 of max 500

How will the project enhance the collaboration among the organisations taking part in the
project?
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Attach relevant documentation on planned collaboration, such as a contract or
declaration of interest.

Help-text for the question:

Drag and drop or click to add file.

Will new contacts or networks be created through the project? (Mandatory)

Yes
No

Clear the answer

The question below can only be answered under specific circumstances depending on what you
answered the question: "Will new contacts or networks be created through the project?"

If yes, how?
Number of characters: 0 of max 600

Which age groups are included in the project?
(Mandatory)

Children and young people (0 to 25)
Adults (26 to 65)
Seniors (66 and upwards)

If children and young people (aged 0 to 25) are involved in the project, describe the
skills and
methods with which you plan to integrate a children’s rights and youth perspective?
Number of characters: 0 of max 500

"The Nordic Region must be the best place in the world for children and young people” as stated
in the vision of the Nordic Council of Ministers. Tools for integrating children’s rights and youth
perspective can be found here.
https://norden.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:933516/FULLTEXT01.pdf
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Step 3/5 Assessment, conditions and requirements

What is the aim of the project? (Mandatory)

Number of characters: 0 of max 1000

Describe shortly what the project is about and who the target groups are.

Describe the project’s activities and timeline (Mandatory)

Number of characters: 0 of max 1500

Link to website with more information

What do you consider to be the Nordic added value of the project? Does your
collaboration contribute to the realisation of the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Vision
2030?
(Mandatory)

Number of characters: 0 of max 500

The Nordic added value of the project can be about the exchange of information, skills
development, awareness of Nordic cultures and societies, etc. Vision 2030 refers to the Nordic
prime ministers’ vision for the Nordic Region to be the most sustainable and integrated region in
the world by 2030.

Nordic Council of Ministers’ overarching perspectives

Sustainable development, gender equality, and a child rights and youth perspective are to
permeate all the work of the Nordic Council of Ministers. In practice, this means that these
perspectives are an integrated part of the application forms and report schemes. We ask you to
reflect and respond upon these issues in connection to the project you are applying for.

You can read more about the Nordic policy for sustainable development, gender equality, and
child rights and youth perspective here:
https://norden.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1477076/FULLTEXT02.pdf
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How will you take ecological, economic or social sustainability into account?
(Mandatory)

Number of characters: 0 of max 700

Information on how we regard sustainable development within the fields of art and culture:
https://pub.norden.org/politiknord2021-708/#

Are you adapting to a changing climate and reducing co2 emissions?
(Mandatory)

Yes
No
Planning to within the project period

Clear the answer

The question below can only be answered under specific circumstances depending on what you
answered the question: "Are you adapting to a changing climate and reducing co2 emissions?"

Please elaborate
(Mandatory)

Number of characters: 0 of max 500

How do your activities take gender equality into account?
(Mandatory)

Number of characters: 0 of max 500

Will your activities take child rights and youth perspective into account?
(Mandatory)

Mainstreaming a child rights and youth perspective in the work of the Nordic Council of
Ministers concerns understanding and considering how children and young people are affected
by your decisions and initiatives. Tools for integrating a child rights and youth perspective can be
found here: http://norden.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:933521/FULLTEXT01.pdf

Yes
No

Clear the answer
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The question below can only be answered under specific circumstances depending on what you
answered the question: "Will your activities take child rights and youth perspective into
account?"

Please elaborate
(Mandatory)

Number of characters: 0 of max 500

Step 4/5 Communication, marketing and other information

Describe the activities you’re planning and the channels that support your
communication objectives.
(Mandatory)

Number of characters: 0 of max 1000

Links to any communication material about the project

Step 5/5 Funding

The applied amount and total budget in Euro (Mandatory)

Applied amount

Budget

Itemised budget and funding plan (Mandatory)

An itemised budget with expenses and income in EUR must be attached in PDF format. The total
sum for income and expenses must be equal. Applications without a balanced budget and
funding plan will not be processed. Please fill in and attach the mandatory budget template you
can download here.
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Drag and drop or click to add file.

Comments on the budget and the financing plan
Number of characters: 0 of max 500

Have you applied for funding from Nordic Culture Point before? (Mandatory)

This information is used for statistical purposes only.

Yes
No

Clear the answer

Where did you find information about the programme?
(Mandatory)

on Facebook
on Instagram
on LinkedIn
at nordiskkulturkontakt.org
through an acquaintance
through another channel, which?

Do you apply as an undertaking as defined in the European Commission regulation
1407/2013?

Funding from the Nordic Council of Ministers, including from pan-Nordic institutions and other
co-operative bodies, is paid in accordance with the procedure below, which corresponds to the
rules in the de minimis regulation. (Commission Regulation (EU) No 1407/2013 of 18 December
2013 on the application of Articles 107 and 108 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union to de minimis aid, EUT L 352/1, 24.12.2013). If funding is paid to companies,
the ordinance permits the granting of state aid provided that the total amount per recipient
does not exceed EUR 200,000 per country over a period of three fiscal years.

Nordic Culture Point will use the information in this declaration to assess how much funding
can be granted within the scope of the provisions of the de minimis ordinance.

The question below can only be answered under specific circumstances depending on what you
answered the question: "Do you apply as an undertaking as defined in the European Commission
regulation 1407/2013? "

Information on previously received de minimis funding
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In the table below, the applicant must provide details of all funding received during the last three
fiscal years, calculated from today’s date. “Funding” means funding that the applicant has
received from the state or other public-sector sources. The amount now being applied for must
not be included.

Funding Organization Amount Decision Date

Add new row Insert data from excel

The question below can only be answered under specific circumstances depending on what you
answered the question: "Do you apply as an undertaking as defined in the European Commission
regulation 1407/2013? "

I certify that the above facts are true

By submitting the application, the applicant’s authorised official declares that:

the information in the table is correct in all respects
the applicant is aware that they are not permitted to receive funding that exceeds EUR
200,000 during a period of three fiscal years, and that exceeding this amount will result in a
claim for repayment of the portion of the funding that exceeds the amount limit.

Yes
Clear the answer


